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Abst rac t~The purpose of this paper is to present a reformulation ofcertain RKN methods based 
on the so-called G-functions making Scheifele xpansions of their coefficients. This new formulation 
allows us to present a more simple implementation fsuch methods. (~) 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. 
All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently, Gonz£lez et al. [1] have developed a new family of Runge-Kutta type methods, called 
RKGM methods (Runge-Kutta G-functions method), based on the Scheifele G-functions [2] for 
the numerical integration of perturbed oscillators. When the problem is of the form 
9+w2Y=ef( t ,Y) ,  y(to)=Yo, 9(to) =yo ,  (1) 
that is, the function f does not depend on the first derivative of the solution and E is a small 
parameter (this problem frequently arises in dynamical systems where dissipation does not play 
an important role), such methods take the form 
8 [p-2 G 
] i=z \ j=0 
s (p -2  Gj_t_l (h) ) 
yl = ~0v0 (h) - ~2y0vl (h) + ~ Z .Z  bj~ hJ k,, 
i=1 \j=o 
(2) 
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where Gj, j = 0,. . .  ,p are the Scheifele G-functions (see [2]), s and p are integers, bj~ are real 
numbers, and ki, i = 1 , . . . ,  s, are the internal stages of the method, which are defined as 
i--1 
~1 = y0, ~, = y0 + c, hy0 + h ~ ~ aij (~kj - ~%) ,  k~ = f (to + ~,h, ~,). 
j= l  
These methods have shown very good behaviour when integrating this kind of problem. Our task 
in this paper is to present a new formulation of such methods avoiding the quotients Gj(h)/h j-2 
and Gj (h)/h j-1 using Scheifele expansions of a function. 
2. SCHEIFELE  EXPANSIONS 
In 1971, Scheifele [2] suggested a systematic way to obtain the solution of (1) using its 
G-functions 
oo  
y (t) ~- YoGo (t -- to) q- y0G1 (t - to) n t- £E f~J )v j+2 (t - to ) ,  
j=0 
where f(J) represents the jth derivative of the function f evaluated at t = to, and the G-functions 
are the solutions of the initial value problems 
&o + w2Go = 0, Go (0) = 1, Go (0) = 0, (3) 
G1 q- o32G1 = 0, G 1 (0) = 0, GI(0) = 1, (4) 
t j -2  
CJ q- ~d2Gj : (j - 2)!' Gj (0) -- O, Gj (0) = O, j >_ 2, (5) 
and can be expressed in terms of the elementary functions as 
a2j (t) - (-1)J cos~t - ~ (_~2)k ~ )  
~M2J k=0 ' 
G2j+I (t) - ( -1 ) j  sinwt - E ( -w2) k (2k--+-l)! ]~2j 
k=O 
or in terms of power of t as follows: 
oo t2k+ j 
aj  (t) = E (-w2)k (2k + j) !, j _>0.  
k=O 
It is easy to check the following property: 
Gj (t) = Gj_~ (t), j > 1, 
(6) 
j _>0,  
(7) 
(8) 
see [2-4] for more details. 
Let g be a function smooth enough. In order to obtain the Scheifele xpansion of g, we consider 
the new function u -- ~ + w2g. Then, g is the solution of the problem 
ij + w2y = u, y (to) = g (to), fi (to) = ~1 (to), 
and we can express g as 
OO 
g (t) = g (to) Go (t - to) + g (to) G, (t - to) + E U(oJ)GJ+2 (t - to). (9) 
j=O 
If we truncate previous series up to j = p - 2, we obtain the following approximation to the 
function f :  
p--2 
Sp(t) = g( to )Go( t - to )+g( to )G l ( t - to )+ Eu(J)Go j+2 ( t -  to). (10) 
j=0 
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THEOREM. Let f be a function smooth enough, then the Taylor expansion of the difference g(t) - 
Sp(t) = O(hP+t), and conversely, ifTp(t) is the Taylor polynomial of degree p of g about t = to, 
then Tp(t) has an expression similar to (10) in terms of the first p G-functions. 
PROOF. It is easy to see the first result, taking into account hat Sp(t) is the approximation of 
order p to the solution presented by Scheifele in its work [2]. 
For the second, from the properties (5) and (8), we have 
p p 
j=o j=o 
p p 
-- ~g~' lG ,  (t - to) + ~ V'"(~t'~z_. o . , j+2 (t - to) 
j =o j =o 
p-2 
: goG 0 ( t -  to) Jr 00G1 (t - to) + E (g;j+2) + a)2g;j)) Gj+2 ( t -  to) 
j=o 
2 (p-1)p ,1 ( t - - t0 )  +02 go Gp+2 ( t - to )  w go Up.  2 (P) 
p-2 
---- goao (t - to) + ~)0al (t - t0) + E"cr  0(j)'t3j+ 2 (t - to) + O (h p+I) . 
j=o 
3. REFORMULATION OF  THE RKGM METHODS 
In order to avoid in the expression of the RKGM methods (2), the quotients thai; appear as 
coefficients of the internal stages ki, Gj+2(h)/h j and Gj+t(h)/h j, for j = 0, . . .  ,p -2 ,  we consider 
their Scheifele expansions. It is easy to check from (7) that these functions are smooth enough. 
Then, using properties (5) and (8), we have 
Gj+2(h) k=O 
hJ 
oo  
=E 
k=0 
=E 
k=0 
oo  
2 (_ l)k+l (4k + j + 3) (2k)! 
-- (j+2)------~.G2(h)+jE w 2k 
k=l (2k + j + 2)! 
(-w2) k h2k+J+2/(2k + j + 2)! ~ h2~+ 2
hJ = (_ .2)k  (2~ + j + 2)! k=0 
(2k + 2)! (a2k+4 (h) ~- cd2G2k+4 (h)) 
(_~2)~ (2k + j + 2)! 
(2k + 2)! (G2k+2 (h) + w2G2k+4 (h)) 
( _~)k  (2k +y + 2)i 
G2k+2 (]/,). 
In a similar way,  it is easy to check  that 
Gj+I (h) 1 
h3 (j + 1)! 
oo  
- - a l  (h) + j  E (-1)k+lw2k (4k + j  + 1) (2k -  1)! 
k=l (2k + j + t)! 
Then, we can rewrite method (2) as 
8 
Yl = Go (h) Yo + G1 (h) ~)o + e E blk~, 
i=1 
8 
yl = ao (h) yo - ~2G1 (h) Yo + ~ ~ gik~, 
i=l 
(11) 
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where, using the theorem of the previous ection, the coefficients are 
[ (P_ 2k~l/ 2 ] 2bj~ bi = (~T})!G2j_ (h) + 
[(p-1)/21 bji hi -~ (j -~-l )! Gl ( h ) + 
(--1)k+l~2k(2k) (~ j (4k÷j+3)  bji) 
(2k + j + 2)! G2k+2 (h), 
(-l)k+lw2k (2k- l), (~  j (4k +--~ +-l)bji~ 
(2k+j+l ) !  / G2k+l(h), 
where [(p - 2)/2] and [(p - 1)/2] are the greatest integers less than or equal to (p - 2)/2 and 
(p -  1)/2, respectively. 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
The error resulting when considering the Scheifele approximation of a function g (10) takes the 
form 
(g(p-{-1) (~t) -~- 022g (p-l) (~t)) Gp+l (t), (12) 
where ~t is a real number strictly between to and t as is proved in [5]. For many interesting 
problems of the form (1), the solutions are near to those of the associated homogeneous prob- 
lem. In these cases, the coefficient of the error (12) is near to zero. Thus, the error of the 
Scheifele approximation is expected to be smaller than the one corresponding to the classical 
Taylor expansion. 
The new formulation of the RKGM methods allows us to construct optimal formulae in which 
the coefficients are chosen to minimize the terms of the Scheifele expansion of the difference 
between the RKGM expression and the exact solution in a natural way. In this manner, better 
behaviour than minimizing the Taylor error is expected when integrating perturbed oscillators. 
In addition, the usually small step size h and its powers appear in the denominators of the 
coefficients of the original RKGM methods. This fact leads to very important rounding effects 
if the coefficients are not computed carefully. This problem is clearly avoided with the new 
formulation. 
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